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Transition Town Movement

• Social “Permaculture”

Literally - started in 2005 when Permaculture students 
developed a “road map” for the sustainable future of a town 

- looking at across-the-board creative adaptations in the 
realms of energy, health, education, economy, & agriculture.

Permaculture	is	a	set	of	design	principles	centered	on	whole	
systems	thinking,	utilizing	the	patterns	and	resilient	features	
observed	in	natural	ecosystems.	It	is	science	based	but	allows	

for	variations,	and	so	is	adaptable	and	accommodating.
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Transition Town Movement

• Social “Permaculture”
In 2006, the “road map” process was introduced to the UK 

town of Totnes, which was suffering from economic decline and 
social fragmentation.

But instead of just copying another economic plan, they set up 
a series of “open space” meetings, created groups to look at 

food, transport, energy, business & livelihoods, health & 
wellbeing, building & housing, and inner transition.

They set out to create a “vision” of the town in 2021
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Transition Streets

In 2009, the Totnes group produced a 140 page workbook to be 
used in small groups to collaboratively design a Practical Action 

Plan for each household around energy, food, water, waste & 
consumption, and transport - “Transition Together”

It was aimed at the general public, who had previously done 
little to reduce their carbon footprint,  so it focused on simple, 
practical, free, or low cost actions.  Intended to reach those in 

the contemplation or preparation stage. Each topic had 
reference material for those who want to explore further.
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Transition 
Streets

In 2014,  Transition Newcastle rewrote the Transition Together 
workbook, and launched “Transition Streets” - inspired by other 

street-based discussion groups,  with emphasis on localised 
background information, ideas for taking action, ways to involve 

children, fun and thought provoking challenges, and further 
resources.  This was revised in 2015 as a fully Australian 

Transition Streets program and handbook.
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Transition 
Streets
2020

By 2019 there had been an explosion of resources on becoming 
sustainable, produced by Councils, Business, Industry, and 

Government organisations - so there was a need for a revised 
handbook to include these updates and new data.

The result was a new,  much shorter,  guide supported by many 
cross-referenced web page resources.
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[2.2]

* 32 pages,  
* printable pdf, 

* seven sessions 
of 4 pages each, 

* imbedded links to 
extension pages, 

resources, 
web-links, & video
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Introduction
- some hard data
- Australian data

Household
- your bill/ usage

- how to work it out
- where it impacts

What To Do
- free stuff

- household tips
- quick actions
- ideas & help

This generates lots 
of discussions, 
feedback, and 

new ideas.

Spend Money
- from low cost to 

expensive ideas
- strategies for a 
more sustainable 

household
- links to detailed 
information and 

commercial suppliers 
and sources

Challenges
- ideas for putting 

the tips and actions 
into practice.

- triggers other 
ideas, other 

actions, and fun 
challenges

Meeting Plan

Session Layout & Design
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Meeting Plan
- suggested plan for the 

original 2 hour face to face 
meetings.

Online Meetings
- can follow this layout, 

but typically run
for an hour or less.

- lack the person to person 
chatter and can be passive.

- need more leadership by the 
facilitator and benefit from 

pre-prepared screen sharing of 
real life photos, “ideas in 

place”, and links to selected 
resources.

Facilitator Support
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How To Be Involved
- just work through the guide yourself or with family

[ you can view or print the sessions one by one ]

- create a small groups of friends or neighbours and 
run you own online meetings.

- start you own Transition Town group [ we can help ]

What’s Next ?

https://transitionaustralia.net/resource-library/transition-streets/

Click Here for the complete 2020 Short Guide

Or download the 4 page separate session guides

• Session 1 pdf – Getting Started 
• Session 2 pdf – Energy
• Session 3 pdf – Food
• Session 4 pdf – Water
• Session 5 pdf – Transport
• Session 6 pdf – Waste
• Session 7 pdf – Next Steps

Go Here for the list of 2020 Short Guide Resources

A short video on accessing the Short Guide Resources

Already In A Group
- use the guide as is.

- ask us to publish one with your 
group branding and contacts

- talk to us about tailoring a 
guide for your groups special 

needs and interests

twdanby@gmail.com
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